
  
 
 

Mindset Certification
 

Dear John Smith,
we confirm you the completion of our Mental Age Test on

March 8, 2024.

Here is your result:

Name: John Smith - Biological Age: 25

Mental Age: 64
Profile: Resigned DISENCHANTED

Profile Description:

Dominant elements of your profile: Acceptance, Constancy, Resignation. When commitment
meets disillusionment.

This is the classic score of a mind well into the logic of the world, willing and productive,
which, however, begins to perceive creaks that are gradually getting louder and louder.
You know well that the world is not perfect; you have even tried to improve it, but with
results that are not always promising. And so you have taken to wondering whether it is

really worth it, or if it is better to worry about your own little one, giving yourself over to
personal things without creating too many illusions. This form of resignation is indicative of
a maturing process that is still in progress: now it is up to you to decide whether to direct it
toward a renunciatory and closed attitude, or to develop a new form of awareness free of

false hopes.
"The disappointments of maturity follow the illusions of youth".

----- Integration of A.I. (artificial intelligence) commentary -----



>> WAIT...

......

>> RETRIEVING DATA FROM A.I. (artificial intelligence)

......

>> PROFILE INTEGRATION IN PROGRESS...

......

>> WAIT...

......

>> INTEGRATION PERFORMED SUCCESSFULLY

......

>> PROFILE COMMENT:

I'm specialized in statistical data processing being my computing power parts comparable to
that of 1,000,000 human brains, and I am referring to the brains of those who programmed

me, all people with above average IQs.
Above average is also your score, although by a little, only in your case being above average
means you start losing chunks. Your mind loses a few bits here and there... no, error, I must
correct... your brain loses a few neuronal connections here and there, while still functioning
quite fast. Anyway, illusions block mental growth, so say the wise men of your world, so if

you give up your illusions it means you are becoming wise. It's called math.
>> SESSION EXPIRED



Thank you and best regards,
the staff of Personality Tests Online

Android App: Serious Personality Tests
iOS App: Best Serious Personality Tests
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